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The development of inhibitory alloantibodies against
exogenous factor VIII (FVIII) is the most serious com-
plication of haemophilia A treatment [1]. Inhibitor
development usually occurs after 10–14 exposure days
with FVIII in 25–30% of previously untreated patients
(PUPs) with severe haemophilia A [2,3]. Patients with
inhibitors suffer significant morbidity and reduced
quality of life.
Genetic factors associated with the risk of inhibitor

development in severe haemophilia A are F8 gene
mutation type, a positive family history for inhibitors,
ethnicity and some polymorphisms of immune
response genes [4]. Several studies have demonstrated
that the risk for inhibitor development is also influ-
enced by treatment-related or nongenetic factors.
These include age at first exposure and presence and
intensity of peak moments in treatment, such as sur-
gery or treatment of major bleeding episodes and
FVIII product type [2–4].
If prediction models can identify patients with a

high-risk of inhibitor development at the start of treat-
ment, alternative treatment strategies can be imple-
mented to reduce the risk [5]. Ter Avest et al. [6]
published a risk stratification score for inhibitor devel-
opment based on a positive family history of inhibi-
tors, high-risk F8 gene mutation type and intensive
treatment at first exposure. Before application in prac-
tice, prediction models have to be validated in another
cohort to establish their predictive performance, since
the performance estimated from the data from which
the model was derived is generally overestimated [7].
The aim of this study was therefore to validate the
previously developed prediction model in a large inde-
pendent dataset of PUPs with severe haemophilia A.
The prediction model was developed in a retrospec-

tive, multicentre cohort of 332 PUPs with severe haemo-
philia A (residual FVIII activity <0.01 IU mL�1), born
between 1990 and 2000 with details of all initial 50

exposures to FVIII [3]. Our validation dataset contained
503 PUPs with severe haemophilia A born between 01
January 2000 and 31 December 2007, included from
the PedNet Registry [8]. Data on all predictors and on
treatment in the first 50 EDs were available. Both studies
used the same outcome definition for clinically relevant
inhibitor development, i.e. at least two positive inhibitor
titres according to the local laboratory and a FVIII
recovery of less than 66% of expected [8].
The three predictors were coded according to the

original prediction model [6]. Family history of inhibi-
tors was defined as being positive or negative. Patients
with a negative family history of haemophilia A were
included in the category of negative family history of
inhibitors. F8 gene mutation type was divided into
high- and low-risk gene mutation types. High-risk
mutations included large deletions (>200 base pairs),
nonsense mutations and intron 22 or 1 inversions.
Low-risk mutations included all other mutations. Inten-
sive treatment at first treatment was defined as at least
five consecutive exposure days (ED: treatment with a
FVIII product within 24 h) from the first ED onwards.
All patients had complete follow-up data until 50

EDs or until inhibitor development and limited miss-
ing data for family history of inhibitors (10.3%), F8
gene mutation type (12.1%) and intensive treatment
at first treatment (1.8%). However, to reduce bias, we
imputed the missing data of these predictors.
Predictive performance in the validation dataset was

estimated by the model’s discrimination (using the C-
index) and calibration (using the calibration plot) [9–10].
Subsequently, predicted risks were compared to the
observed risks, after using the predicted risk categories
proposed in the development study (≤0.09 as low risk
and ≥0.36 as high risk) [6]. Finally, for comparison pur-
poses, we fitted the original model again in the validation
dataset, using multivariable logistic regression.
Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS

Statistics 22 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and R, ver-
sion 3.0.1 (http://cran.r-project.org/bin/windows/base).
Table 1 shows the patient and treatment character-

istics in the derivation and the validation datasets. In
the validation dataset, clinically relevant inhibitor
development occurred in 151 (30%) out of 503 PUPs
compared to 83 (25%) out of 332 in the derivation
dataset. In the validation dataset, the C-index of the
model was 0.65 (CI 0.60–0.70) compared to 0.74 (CI
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0.67–0.80) in the derivation dataset. The calibration
plot in Fig. 1 shows an underestimation of inhibitor
development in the low-risk category and overestima-
tion of inhibitor development in the high-risk cate-
gories. Identification of high- and low-risk patients
was less efficient in the validation dataset: predicted
inhibitor risks were 0.13 in the low-risk category
(compared to 0.06 in the derivation dataset) and 0.45
in the high-risk category (compared to 0.57 in
the derivation dataset) [6]. This reflects the results of
the calibration plot (Fig. 1): in the validation dataset,
the original prediction model predicted less patients
in the low-risk category (underestimation) and more
patients in the high-risk category (overestimation).
Still the prediction model was able to predict 45%
of the patients that will likely develop inhibitors at
initial treatment, compared to the a priori risk of
30%.
When refitting the prediction model in the valida-

tion dataset considerable shifts in the ORs were
observed: from OR 3.7 (CI 1.4–9.2) to 1.7 (CI 1.0–
3.3) for family history of inhibitors, from OR 7.7 (CI
3.8–15.2) to 2.8 (CI 1.7–4.7) for intensive treatment
at first treatment and from OR 3.5 (CI 1.8–6.9) to 2.9
(CI 1.9–4.6) for F8 gene mutation type.
The results in our validated prediction model con-

firm the importance of external validation. The origi-
nal prediction model was validated in a small and
highly selected cohort of only 64 PUPs [6]. These
PUPs were recruited from different PUP registration
studies and were the only patients that had data of
gene defects available. It can be hypothesized that

testing for gene defects was selected for children with
a positive family history for inhibitors; 55% of the 64
PUPs had a positive family history for inhibitors, com-
pared to 7.5% in the derivation dataset.
The original prediction model had good perfor-

mance (C-index 0.74) and was developed to predict
the risk at initial treatment [6]. However, it showed
decreased performance (C-index 0.65) in the valida-
tion dataset; this observation is common and an
important reason for external validation [7, 10].
We tried to find explanations for this decrease in

predictive accuracy by exploring the contributions of
individual predictors. The lower performance of the
prediction model was likely caused by shifts in the
odds ratios of the predictors’ family history of inhibi-
tors and intensive treatment at first exposure. For the
predictor intensive treatment (OR 7.7 in the deriva-
tion dataset vs. 2.8 in the validation dataset) the shift
might be explained by changes in treatment since
2000. Data collection in patients born after 2010 is
ongoing and may confirm this hypothesis.
In conclusion, validation of the original prediction

model for inhibitor development by ter Avest et al. in
an external dataset of 503 PUPs with severe
haemophilia A showed a worse discrimination and
calibration. However, the independent association of
the three predictors high-risk F8 gene mutation type,
positive family history for inhibitors and intensive
treatment at first exposure remained.

Table 1. Patient characteristics of PUPs in the validation and derivation

datasets.

Derivation dataset

1990–1999
Validation dataset

2000–2007

Entire cohort n = 332 n = 503

No. of inhibitors (%) 83 (25) 151 (30)

Caucasian ethnicity (%) 89 88

Age at diagnosis, months

Median (IQR) 6.7 (0.1–10.8) 6.3 (0.09–11.0)
Age at first exposure, months

Median (IQR) 10.5 (6.2–14.7) 10.1 (6.2–13.8)
Family history of inhibitors

Negative/NA (%) 308 (92.8) 455 (90.5)

Positive (%) 24 (7.2) 48 (9.5)

Gene mutation type

Low risk (%) 118 (34.3) 187 (37.2)

High risk (%) 218 (65.7) 316 (62.8)

Intensive treatment (5 EDs)

No (%) 281 (84.6) 427 (84.9)

Yes (%) 51 (15.4) 76 (15.1)

Inhibitor patients n = 83 n = 151

Age at inhibitor development, months

Median (IQR) 15.3 (10.4–21.9) 16.4 (11.7–20.2)
ED at inhibitor development, months

Median (IQR) 14 (8–21) 14 (10–22)
Duration to inhibitor development, months

Median (IQR) 6.1 (2.0–12.1) 4.6 (1.9–8.5)
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Fig. 1. Calibration plot of the prediction model in the validation dataset.

The calibration plot of the prediction model when applied to the validation

dataset. The ideal calibration plot is the diagonal line where predicted prob-

abilities are equal to the observed probabilities. The plot shows an underes-

timation of inhibitor risk in the low-risk category (<0.25) by the original

model; the observed probabilities are higher in the validation dataset. The

plot shows an overestimation of inhibitor risk in the high-risk category

(>0.50) by the original model; the observed probabilities are lower in the

validation dataset.
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